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Pasuruan ( beritajatim.com ) - Jose Vicente Toribio Alcolea origin Team Ukyo Japan finally
emerged as the fastest in the second stage of Tour de East Java ( TdEJ ) , 2013, Thursday (
05/09/2013 ) afternoon . While the second position is occupied Fitrianto Day ( CCN Brunei
Cycling Team ) while the third belonged to David Clarke ( Synergy Baku Azerbaijan Cycling
Project ) .

Alcolea be the best after a record time of 2 hours , 49 minutes , 20 seconds . Days ' Kacong '
Fitrianto in second place with 2 hours , 51 minutes . While Clarke was a time of 2 hours , 51
minutes , 50 seconds .

The course of the race exciting . In the early stage to the first intermediate sprint , four of the 61
riders , immediately step on the gas and take a leading position . They are , Yang Wu Hsing (
Chinese Taipei National Team ) , Nikolai Zaitsev ( Kazakhstan National Team ) and the duo
team rider OCBC Singapore Cycling Team , Loh Sea Keong and Ho Junrong . Up to 50 Km
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menjelan the finish line , the fourth rider recorded 2 minute gap .

Entry 30 Km before the finish line , the time gap between the four riders of the group leader with
increasingly narrow , which is 1 minute , 13 seconds . One rider who leads the race , Yang Wu
Hsing and Nikolai Zaitsev finally got caught by a big group at 25 Km ahead of the finish .

Composition leader racer back turned at 20 Km towards the finish line . This time seven riders
lead . The seven riders , among others , Yasuharu Nakajima ( Aisan Racing Team ) , Loh Sea
Keong and Ho Jungrong of OCBC , David Clark and John Kronborg Ebsen of Synergy Team
Raw and Ukyo duo , Yukihiro Doi and Jose Toribio Alcolea .

Since 20 Km from the finish , riders began to rise and offered a meandering route . No wonder
that a large group eventually split into several parts . At 15 Km the end , there are two small
groups who led the race .

Manoeuvers Toribio Alcolea make it a single leader up to 10 Km ahead of the finish . Team rider
behind Ukyo there are three drivers , the Day Fitrianto ( CCN Brunei ) , and the duo Synergy
Baku Azerbaijan , David Clarke and Kronborg Ebsen .

Increasingly sharp incline actually ' punish' the drivers . This time two riders Ukyo , Tomoya
Kano and Yukihiro Doi had raced into the second group . Up to 5 Km terahir , Alcolea still lead
alone . He finally managed to finish first followed Fitrianto Day and David Clarke .

Stage II itself is colored route climbs . The racers had to travel along the 84.5 km route , which
start at GOR Delta Sidoarjo and finish in Tosari , Pasuruan . [ Sya ]
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